Application of an Advanced Image-Based Virtual Monoenergetic Reconstruction of Dual Source Dual-Energy CT Data at Low keV Increases Image Quality for Routine Pancreas Imaging.
To compare image quality on contrast-enhanced dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) during the pancreatic parenchymal phase of pancreatic masses between linearly-blended simulated 120 kVp images (routine) and advanced image-based virtual monoenergetic reconstructions at 55 keV. This was a retrospective evaluation of 24 nonconsecutive adults found to have a focal pancreatic mass on a multiphasic abdominal dual-source DECT (12 adenocarcinoma, 5 neuroendocrine, 7 cystic tumors). For pancreatic-parenchymal phase images, subjects had routine and 55 keV images reconstructed at the time of clinical evaluation. Quantitative evaluation by contrast-to-noise ratio and qualitative evaluations of image quality by (1) direct comparison of image pairs (preference) and (2) blinded assessment of image quality measures based on Likert scores were performed. Mean patient weight was 205.8 ± 26.6 lbs. Mean pancreatic lesion contrast-to-noise ratio was significantly higher at 55 keV (6.8 ± 4.1) compared to the routine image series (5.8 ± 3.8; P = 0.0002). All 3 readers preferred the 55-keV images over routine blended images in 70.1% to 95.8% of cases. No significant differences were observed for subjective sharpness of the mass, visualization of internal mass structures, or image noise. Use of a single advanced image-based virtual monoenergetic reconstruction at 55 keV in pancreatic DECT showed improved objective image quality and reader preference compared to routine images. As this image reconstruction can be incorporated into the scan protocol, this technique should be considered for routine clinical use.